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Mechanical
Digital Locks
The BL2001 digital door lock is a fully
mechanical push button coded lock. The
ergonomic design and simple operating
procedure ensures access for authorised
personnel only. Automatic locking until
correct code is entered, anti-thrust latch
plus over 8,000 different combinations to
choose from provide greater security.
Features
• Patented load plate design eliminates
code cracking attempts.
• Cycle tested to 50,000 operations.
• 60mm tubular latch supplied as standard
(50 & 70mm available).
• Optional holdback function.
• Non-handed keypad-easily reversible on
site.
• Early clear function.
• Over 8000 code combinations available.
Available from stock. Also, available for gates, with key
override, marine grade and to suit Exidor panic hardware.

Don’t forget our FREE delivery service
throughout Hull, East Riding of Yorkshire
and North Lincolnshire.
Please contact our sales department for more
information.

Stock
Management

As well as our day to day delivery
and trade counter service we also
offer a stock management
service.
This service comes in different
forms such as loan-stock,
consignment stock or something
as simple as our representative
taking stock then replacing
products that have been used.
This service is flexible and
designed to suit each individual
customers requirements.
Should you wish to discuss this
please contact your sales
representative or Peter Clark for
more information.

QUICK CHANGE BAR
CLAMPS & ACCESSORIES
Bar Clamps
Can be converted from a clamp to spreader
in seconds, with a clamping hold load of
136kg. The lockable swivel jaw enables
uneven surfaces to be clamped and it is
fitted with square XP-style protective pads
to protect the work surface from damage.
Clamp Coupler
Connects the bars of two Quick-Grip®
medium-duty one-handed bar clamps to
create one longer bar clamp. Increasing the
length to manage larger projects.
Edge Clamp Accessory
Converts a Quick-Grip® medium-duty onehanded bar clamp into an edge clamp for
easy clamping of trim and edging. This
easy-to-use combination is ideal for holding
trim and edging in place during glue-ups.
Hold Down Jig
Turns your Quick-Grip® one-handed bar
clamp into a table clamp to securely hold
your workpiece while sawing, cutting or
performing other tasks.
The Irwin® Quick-Grip® Wide Pads change
your standard clamp pads to wide pads for
wider distribution of clamping pressure. The
pads are double the width of standard pads.
Deck Clamp Accessory Kit
Turns your medium-duty one-handed bar
clamp into a deck clamp for easy, accurate
deck building. The converted one-handed
bar clamp is designed for lining up, spacing
and holding boards in place.
Corner Clamp Pads
Turns heavy-duty and medium-duty onehanded bar clamps into a corner clamp.
This easy-to-use clamp and accessory
combination is ideal for clamping 90°
angles for drawers, frames and many other
items.
Clamp Stand
Can be coupled with heavy-duty or
medium-duty one-handed bar clamps when
level clamping is required. The clamp stand
is ideal for parallel clamping applications
such as frames, caseworks and drawers.

KNIVES
Single Blade Knife

Electricians Knife

This Faithfull Single Blade Knife has a high
quality, 63mm stainless steel blade with a safety
lock that prevents the blade closing when in use.
Fitted with an ergonomic rosewood handle and
an integral belt clip.

The Faithfull Electricians Knife has a heavyduty, 45mm stainless steel blade that locks
into place, preventing the blade closing when
in use. The blade features two wire stripping
notches and is fitted with an ergonomic
rosewood handle and an integral belt clip.

Twin Blade Knife

4 in 1 Multi Knife

The Faithfull Twin Blade Knife features a high
quality, 63mm stainless steel main blade and an
additional blade with a 4mm flat driver, can
opener and wire stripping functions. Fitted with
an ergonomic rosewood handle and an integral
belt clip.

Multi Tool Knife

The Faithfull 12-in-1 Multi-Tool has a high
quality, 60mm main blade with an ergonomic
rosewood handle. It also features a selection of
stainless steel multi-purpose blades featuring:
6mm flat driver/bottle opener, can opener, cross
head screwdriver, serrated knife, file, 3mm &
5mm flat drivers, saw and a long nose plier with
wire cutter head.

The Faithfull 4-in-1 Multi Blade Knife features
a high quality, 57mm stainless steel main
blade. Additionally, it features a can/bottle
opener, 6mm flat driver, wire stripper and a
corkscrew. Fitted with an ergonomic rosewood
handle and a hanging loop.

8 in 1 Multi Knife

The Faithfull 8-in-1 Multi Blade Knife features
a high quality, 57mm stainless steel main
blade. Additionally, it features a 6mm flat
driver / bottle opener, scissors, can opener,
hook, corkscrew, awl and a small knife blade.
Fitted with an ergonomic rosewood handle
and a hanging loop.

Telescopic Combination Ladder
The Zarges Telescopic Trade Ladder serves as 3 ladders
in one; lean-to, trestle and stair case ladder. Only a few
actions are needed to convert from one to the other.
The ladder allows rung by rung height adjustment in all
versions and features high strength Zarges quality flanged
connection between rung and stile. The functional, robust
hinges have automatic locking pins, screw fitting and are
easy to change.
Its economically designed turn and pull handles with
plastic coating for easy manoeuvring. It conveniently
folds down to a space-saving compact size for transport.
Conforms to EN 131 standards, 150kg rating and has a
10-year guarantee.
Number of rungs: 4 x 4
Dimensions: Folded 0.56mtr x 1.30mtr x 0.21mtr,
Stepladder 2.05mtr, Lean-to-ladder 4.20mtr.
Weight: 13kg.

Signage Available from Stock

All offers and promotions begin Monday 3rd April 2017 and end
Friday 30th June 2017 or whilst stocks last. All prices are exclusive of VAT
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